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Ring O' Roses by L. Leslie Brooke is Nursery Rhymes “Ring a ring o’ roses, A pocket full of posies, Hush! Hush! Hush! And we all tumble down.” Having a child doesn’t only means that you should nurture him or her. It means that you take care of his or her needs, wishes, at the same time fulfilling the need of development, learning and entertaining. And, is there a better way to fulfill your child’s need than singing nursery rhymes and performing the games? Through this type of song, children can fall asleep faster and easier, in the same time, they can play on their melody. This suggests that these songs have double purpose and double value. “Ring O’ Roses” is a picture book for children, containing a number of classical children’s nursery rhymes. You will find the best known songs, but also some less known or not very common in the newer children’s books. All of them are simple and easy for your children. Among the songs, you will find the famous “Ring O’ Roses”, “Humpty Dumpty”, “The Man in the Moon”, “To Market, To Market”, “Goosey, Goosey Gander”, “Simple Simon”, “Baa Baa Black Sheep” and many others. This book gives you the chance to sit with your child and enjoy the time together.

More Recommended Books

Rhymes Old and New : collected by M.E.S. Wright

By : M. E. S. Wright
This book is a rhymes book which is written by author M. E. S. Wright. Lots of small small children rhymes are available in this book.

Little Red Riding Hood

By : Candice Ransom
In this beloved tale, Little Red Riding Hood is uneasy when her grandmother looks suspiciously like a sly wolf that she met along the way. Children will eagerly continue reading to see what will happen when the wolf shows how big and sharp his teeth are! Between the pages of the Brighter Child(R) Keepsake Stories books are the classic tales of magic, imagination, and inspiration that will delight children again and again. From the hard-working Red Hen to the foolish Gingerbread Man, these stories will capture children's interest and spark their imagination page after page, inspiring a lifelong love of literature and reading. Each book includes 32 pages of fresh, captivating illustrations, and measures 8” x 8”.
Jack and Jill and Old Dame Gill

By : Unknown
"Jack and Jill" (sometimes "Jack and Gill", particularly in earlier versions) is a traditional English nursery rhyme. The Roud Folk Song Index classifies this tune and its variations as number 10266. The rhyme dates back at least to the 18th century and exists with different numbers of verses each with a number of variations. Several theories have been advanced to explain its origins and to suggest meanings for the lyrics.

Ring O' Roses

By : L. Leslie Brooke
“Ring a ring o’ roses, A pocket full of posies, Hush! Hush! Hush! And we all tumble down.” Having a child doesn’t only mean that you should nurture him or her, it means that you take care of his or her needs, wishes, at the same time fulfilling the need of development, learning and entertaining. And, is there a better way to fulfill your child’s need than singing nursery rhymes and performing the games? Through this type of song, children can fall asleep faster and easier, in the same time, they can play on their melody. This suggests that these songs have double purpose and double value. “Ring O’ Roses” is a picture book for children, containing a number of classical children’s nursery rhymes. You will find the best known songs, but also some less known or not very common in the newer children’s books. All of them are simple and easy for your children. Among the songs, you will find the famous “Ring O’ Roses”, “Humpty Dumpty”, “The Man in the Moon”, To Market, To Market”, “Goosey, Goosey Gander”, “Simple Simon”, “Baa Baa Black Sheep” and many others. This book gives you the chance to sit with your child and enjoy the time together.

The Adventures of the Little Woman, Her Dog and the Pedlar

By : Anonymous
A book of nursery rhymes for the kids. The rhymes explore the adventures of the little woman, her dog and the pedlar. The adventures have been beautifully penned down thus forming a lyrical rhyme for kids.

Good Night, Good Night

By : Helen H. Wu
In this delightfully illustrated and written book Helen takes us into the forest where a mother monkey is holding her little monkey who doesn’t want to go to sleep and tells the neighboring snake the it is because hunger calls. The little monkey’s mother feeds the little monkey but then the tummy is a problem, making the fussy monkey share with the jackal. Mother rubs the tummy and the next thing is the little monkey has wet pants as shared with a porcupine. Mother changes the little monkey’s diaper and the next need is for a bedtime story as shared with a greyhound. Once again the mother meets the need with a bedtime story, but there is one last need - to tell the mother she is loved.

The Baby’s Bouquet

By : Walter Crane
The text includes nursery songs from France, Germany, and England. Walter Crane illustrations are highly decorated in the Arts and Crafts style with Pre-Raphaelite and Japanese influences. The standard of decoration is much more sophisticated than other children’s books of the time.
Hey Diddle Diddle and Baby Bunting

By: Randolph Caldecott
One of a series of classic Victorian children's books by the British artist and author. Caldecott was the eponym of the Caldecott Medal and transformed the world of children's books in the Victorian era. He exercised his art chiefly in book illustrations, which were full of life, and instinct with a kindly, graceful humour. The stories and rhymes were all of his choosing and in some cases were written or added to by himself. The rhythm and rhyming make it especially useful for preschoolers to develop language skills.

A Dictionary of English Rhymes

By: James A. Colligan
Many of the earliest books, particularly those dating back to the 1900s and before, are now extremely scarce and increasingly expensive. We are republishing these classic works in affordable, high quality, modern editions, using the original text and artwork.

Wee Willie Winkie and Friends

By: Miles Kelly
This collection of best-loved nursery rhymes also includes fairytales and first poems. Children will love reading about Wee Willie Winkie, Little Polly Flinders and Jack Sprat. Accompanied by enchanting illustrations, the simple text makes these ideal books for parents to read with young children and for older children to read independently. Don't forget to grab the other titles in the series:- Baa Baa Black Sheep Humpty Dumpty Incy Wincy Spider Jack and Jill Little Bo-peep Little Jack Horner Little Miss Muffet Old King Cole Three Little Kittens
Ring-A-Ring O’Roses Lyrics. [Verse 1] Premier appel Originel Premier baiser Purement maternelle Première foule Effort enragé Première ivresse Rêve de déesse. [Chorus] Ring-a-ring o’ roses Pocketful of posies We all fall down Round and round in circle Waiting for a miracle Kiss the crowd Ring-a-ring o’ roses Pocketful of posies We all fall down Round and round in circle Waiting for a miracle Kiss the crowd.